
Converted Star, Soling, Cape Cod Frosty, Aurora RC 

The b&w photo in the upper left is our converted Star boat.  Back in our 20’s when we didn’t have much in the line of 

disposable income and wanted to race keel boats (one design dinghy racing had pretty much died out at our club) we 

bought an old wood Star and turned it into a boat that “fit” the MORC measurement rule. 

We chopped the overhanging transom off at the water line, replaced the inboard rudder with an outboard one, cut the 

mast down, built a self-bailing cockpit, added a cabin to meet headroom requirements and added a Thistle class sailboat 

spinnaker.  All this was done to optimize the boats rating.   Eventually made the boom shorter.  The boat had an iron flat 

plate keel with torpedo shape at the bottom which tends to stall readily when the boat pounds in a sea.  Since we dry 

sailed the boat and it is kept on a trailer, we were able to bring it home where we cut eight inches of the trailing edge of 

the keel and screwed the pieced back on the side of the keel where we faired the keel into an airfoil section using 

polyester resin and filler.  It made a big difference in performance as our claim to fame was that we went out and 

finished first overall in the next race series we sailed.  Being young and bulletproof we also raced the boat across Lake 

Erie and back, 40 miles each direction.  When we arrived in Canada the customs guy looked down at the boat and said 

“you sailed across the lake in that?”  We were smart enough not to do that race the following year but a year later we 

did it again and then retired from racing that boat. 

 

The Cape Cod Frosty in the upper right corner is a six-foot home built one design.  We had over a dozen at one point at 

our club.  If you didn’t weigh a certain amount you were required to carry water bottles to make up the difference in 

weight.  I started building three boats because at the time we had two children and I thought it would be a good boat for 

them.  After finishing the first boat and sailing it I sold the two unfinished boats to friends as I didn’t want our kids 

anywhere near that boat.   At the time we were developing and writing sail design programs for the local sailmaker so 

we designed a sail for the Frosty, hence the high-tech see through material.  I am small enough to sit on the rail if 



necessary.  The boat goes fastest if the pram bow is almost submerged which gets the big flat transom out of the water 

reducing drag. 

The Soling in the center of the picture was one of our better buys.  Solings were used in the Olympics as a three-man 

keel boat for years.   The 27-foot boat was easy to single hand and simply rigged, it had no auxiliary power, so we sailed 

it in and out of its dock.  We bought the boat with a trailer.  When we sold the boat, we sold it without the trailer for the 

same price we originally paid and then sold the trailer netting us about a $1k profit.  We thought we could race it MORC 

as it was old enough that the boat was grandfathered relative to recent changes rules to headroom etc.   Evidently that 

didn’t go over well locally, and I finally had a conversation with the national measurer (I was the local measurer).   He 

agreed that the boat met all the measurement rules then asked what kind of boat it was.  I said a Soling and his response 

was that it didn’t meet the “spirit” of the rules.  At this time boats were being built to optimize their rating with custom 

boats in the 26-foot range costing upwards of $60,000.  I guess our $2,500 boat was a threat.  The boat had long 

overhangs forward and aft which would have been heavily penalized.  We wouldn’t have won too many races with her 

but would have been more comfortable than the converted Star.  She would have been a lot safer as there were air 

tanks forward and aft making the boat unsinkable.  There are a number of fully rigged Star boats still sailing around the  

bottom of Lake Erie off Cleveland, OH as they were driven under in breezy conditions. 

The radio-controlled boat was an attempt to bring RC 

sailboat racing to our club.  Members asked me to 

design a boat, then built the tooling so everyone 

could build their own boats.  After I did the prototype 

enthusiasm waned, a few hulls were built but never 

finished and the project died on the vine.  We kept 

the boat for a number of years and when our 

daughter got married (the image with multiple 

pictures was taken when she was younger) we 

moored it in the hot tub on our deck where one of 

her wedding parties was held. 

 


